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ACTIVE LEADERSHIP 2.0 PROGRAM

ACTIVE LEADERSHIP 2.0® PROGRAM
How will participants benefit?

Who is this program for?
Managers and leaders at all levels who either have direct reports or
must achieve results through others. Because of the flexibility of the
program and our willingness and ability to customize, it can be
geared towards any level of seniority. Participants will leave with
fully developed action plans that can be applied immediately upon
returning to the workplace.

Program Preparation:
•

•

Completion of
Management/Impact®
Assessment
• Management
approaches
• Management
effectiveness
• Ideal impact on others
• Current impact on
others
Pre-work case study

•
•
•

Greater adaptability for leading a
diverse workforce
Increased self-awareness and a
focused plan for creating positive
impact on teams
Improved capabilities for
developing self and others

Why this program?
KNOW

•

UNDERSTAND

•

BELIEVE

•

ACT

•

Can be stand-alone or part of a broader leadership or culture
program
Uses research-based, data-driven assessments and proven
models
Fully customizable and flexible delivery options mean you
determine the when and how
Strong focus on application and action-planning

DAY 1

DAY 2

DAY 3

Management, Leadership
and Coaching
• Exploring the differences
Management/Impact®
• Personal results – your
effectiveness and your
impact on others
Active Leadership® Model
• Task and Results
• Ownership in delegation
• Adapting your style for
optimal accountability

Management/Impact®
• Approaches and Action
Planning
Effective Communication
• Feedback Framework
• Recognition and rewards
• Listening and questioning
techniques
• Application to personal
M/I® results
• Understanding self
Personal Needs Assessment

ACHIEVEBLUE™ Coaching
Model™
• Identifying your style and
finding your sweet spot
• Active Coaching and
KUBA™
• Coaching to Task,
Performance and Potential
• Application to custom
scenario with role-playing
Sustainment Strategy
Development
• Holding yourself
accountable

Program Sustainment:
•
•

Commitment cards
Linking to performance
management goals
• Post-program survey
• 60 minute personal
coaching call
Follow-up programs
• Coaching For Coaches
• Leading Change
• Peer Coaching

4-6 week active learning period – implementing action plans

Why ACHIEVEBLUE™? Expert facilitators who are experienced business leaders; proven content; research-based models; flexible and customized options;
application-oriented programs and a customer-focused approach.
Contact: info@achieveblue.com or 416-236-3005
© 2010 ACHIEVBLUETM Corporation.
All rights reserved. Used by permission. F1412

Operating and expanding business units offshore, selling in foreign markets and managing global
supply chains are just three of the many challenges that emphasize the importance of leaders who
can transcend borders. Winning with Transglobal Leadership will help prepare your organization to
meet this need head-on with a framework for developing and training leaders that best fits your
global growth strategies.
The book combines insights from a global team of author-experts. Together, they draw on an
impressive range of resources—extensive original research, interviews with world-class
high-performing executives, and decades of combined experience as senior executives, researchers,
and consultants—to deliver an easily implemented process for assessing your organization’s global
capability and developing the leaders who will drive success.
"This book is a must for creating a sustainable talent advantage."
- Michael Vavakis, Group Head of Human Resources, Lend Lease

The vast majority of organizations are searching for the "magic bullet" to improve talent. Research
and experience drawn from extensive work with Fortune 500 companies have led Dr. Linda D.
Sharkey and co-author Dr. Paul H. Eccher to the conclusion that most organizations still come up dry
in their attempts to develop a sustainable system — let alone one that allows for talent practices to
be as well articulated and clear as most other operating mechanisms are within companies..
This book provides an integrated framework for diagnosing talent optimization gaps and is a call to
action for leaders at all levels of the organization to make talent optimization a top priority every
day. Business leaders, managers, HR and talent practitioners will learn to think strategically about
people through insights into actions that allow sustainable business results to be garnered from
improved talent management systems.
"Linda and Paul have captured in their book what it takes to build a competitive advantage through
a world-class talent management approach. It is great to learn from two real pro's in the field."
- Jay Conger, Professor of Leadership studies,
Clarement McKenna College and author of Growing your
Company's Leaders and Building Leaders

ACHIEVEBLUE ™ also offers several supporting services including:
Culture Change
Talent Optimization
Leadership Development
Management Development
Assessments
Merger and Acquisitions
Enterprise and Business Analysis
Enterprise Coaching System

To start the journey towards breakthrough results, get in touch for an exploratory conversation.
ACHIEVEBLUE ™ Corporation
Canada: 416-236-3005

US: 408-872-0791

Email: info@achieveblue.com

